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Abstract

This paper presents OpenCilk, an open-source software infrastructure for task-parallel programming that allows for substantial code reuse and easy exploration of design choices in language abstraction, compilation strategy, runtime mechanism, and productivity-tool development.

The OpenCilk infrastructure consists of three main components: a compiler designed to compile fork-join task-parallel code, an efficient work-stealing runtime scheduler, and a productivity-tool development framework based on compiler instrumentation designed for fork-join parallel computations. OpenCilk is modular — modifying one component for the most part does not necessitate modifications to the other components — and easy to extend — its construction naturally encourages code reuse. Despite being modular and easy to extend, OpenCilk produces high-performing code.

We investigated OpenCilk’s modularity, extensibility, and performance through several case studies, including a study to extend OpenCilk to support multiple runtime systems, including Cilk Plus, OpenMP, and oneTBB. OpenCilk’s design enables rapid prototyping of new compiler back ends to target different parallel-runtime ABIs. Each back end required fewer than 2000 new lines of code. We examined the OpenCilk runtime’s performance empirically on 15 benchmark Cilk programs and found that it outperforms the other runtimes by a geometric mean of 4%-26% on 1 core and 10%-120% on 48 cores.
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1 Introduction

The widespread deployment of multicore platforms — from personal computers to mobile devices to supercomputers — has led to an increased interest in finding simple approaches to programming them. Task parallelism is a popular approach where the platform provides high-level programming abstractions to express the logical parallelism of the computation and allows an underlying runtime system to automate load-balancing and synchronization. Task parallelism continues to draw significant attention from the research community to explore different language abstractions (e.g., [11, 34, 55, 53, 68, 69, 77]), compile algorithms (e.g., [8, 9, 25, 51, 64, 78, 83]), scheduling algorithms (e.g., [5, 6, 52, 70–73]), runtime mechanisms (e.g., [4, 31, 44, 47, 49, 67, 76]), and productivity tools (e.g., [28, 33, 60, 63, 79–82, 84–87]). Task parallelism has been adopted into mainstream compilers [3, 30, 38, 48] and mainstream programming languages, such as via task: : spawn in the Tokio runtime in Rust [1] and goroutines in Go [2].

Although task parallelism is becoming mainstream, its software development tool chain remains rudimentary. Today’s compilers for serial languages consist of three phases: 1) a front end that parses and type-checks the input program and translates it into an abstract target-independent language, called an intermediate representation (IR); 2) a middle end that performs analyses and optimizations on the IR; and 3) a back end that performs translates the optimized IR into target-specific machine code. Serial control constructs are represented in the IR, and the middle end accounts for their semantics when performing optimizations. In contrast, existing task-parallel platforms (e.g., [7, 15, 16, 23, 29, 49, 54]) support parallel control constructs as syntactic sugar for opaque function calls into a runtime library. The parallel constructs are exclusively processed at the front end, where each parallel construct is transformed into a sequence of instructions interleaved with calls into a corresponding runtime system, which is typically linked as a separate library.

This approach has several downsides. First, the compilation process is tightly coupled to both a specific parallel language and the application binary interface (ABI) of a specific runtime system. Changing this ABI generally requires changing both the runtime system and the compiler, whose codebase is often 100× larger than the runtime system’s. As a result, the compiler and runtime system act like a monolithic piece of software that is difficult to modify and extend. Second, this approach only supports minimal code reuse. A compiler-runtime combination for a C/C++-based task-parallel platform is difficult to port to a different language front end or a different runtime system. Finally, this approach can harm performance. The compiler is largely oblivious to parallel semantics, and calls into the runtime system are
treated as having unknown side effects that block compiler optimization. Efforts to reenable compiler optimizations end up tied to a particular compiler-runtime ABI (e.g., [25]).

OpenCilk
This work aims to improve the software infrastructure for task parallelism to enable substantial code reuse and easy exploration of design choices in language abstraction, compilation strategy, runtime scheduling, and productivity-tool development. This paper introduces OpenCilk, an open-source software infrastructure that consists of three main components: a compiler designed to compile fork-join task-parallel code, an efficient runtime system that implements randomized work stealing [12], and the Momme tool-development framework that provides compiler instrumentation designed specifically for fork-join parallel programs.

OpenCilk focuses on satisfying three design goals:
- **Modularity**: Modifying one component of OpenCilk does not necessitate changes to other components.
- **Extensibility**: OpenCilk’s architecture naturally encourages code reuse.
- **Performance**: OpenCilk produces high-performing code.

OpenCilk builds upon three existing technologies — the LLVM compiler [41, 42], Tapir [64], and CSI [62] — that each fall short of OpenCilk’s design goals. LLVM provides a mainstream modular compiler infrastructure that produces high-performing code, but provides limited support for parallelism. Tapir extends LLVM’s IR to express fork-join parallelism for high-performing parallel code. But the Tapir/LLVM compiler — the original implementation of Tapir in LLVM — has limited modularity and extensibility. For example, Tapir/LLVM only implements the Cilk Plus runtime ABI, and extending Tapir/LLVM to support other parallel runtimes requires substantial, error-prone compiler development work. CSI provides a flexible and powerful framework that allows tools to use compiler-inserted program instrumentation while being developed outside of the compiler codebase, but it does not provide general support for task parallelism. In addition, CSI relies on link-time optimization (LTO) [74] to produce high-performing code. Finally, CSI lacks support for stack-allocated tool data structures, meaning a tool written with CSI cannot insert tool-specific data into the function frames of the program-under-test.

Evaluation of OpenCilk
This paper demonstrates the modularity and extensibility of OpenCilk through six case studies.

In one case study, we ported OpenCilk to support additional parallel runtime ABIs by adding new Tapir targets for the OpenMP runtime [59] and Intel oneAPI Threading Building Blocks (oneTBB) [39]. The Tapir-lowering infrastructure and bitcode ABIs allowed for rapid prototyping. Adding the OpenMP and oneTBB Tapir targets required only about 850 and 750 new lines of code, respectively.

In another case study, we extended OpenCilk to support deterministic parallel random-number generators (DPRNGs) [47]. In the Cilk Plus runtime, adding efficient support for DPRNGs requires modifying the runtime’s ABI, which in turn requires changing the compiler [47, 80]. In contrast, OpenCilk’s design allows us to add DPRNG support to the OpenCilk runtime system by changing only the runtime system’s codebase. Furthermore, this modularity does not sacrifice performance. The OpenCilk runtime system, modified to provide two mechanisms to support DPRNGs, runs...
a geometric mean of 5% faster than the Cilk Plus runtime system, which only provides one such mechanism.

Finally, to show that OpenCilk produces high-performing code, we used OpenCilk to compile 15 C/C++-based fork-join parallel programs to run on either the OpenCilk runtime, the OpenMP runtime [59], the oneTBB runtime [39], or the Cilk Plus runtime [36], and we compared the performance of the resulting executables. Figure 1 shows the results. In the figure, the left plot shows each executable’s work efficiency, $T_S/T_1$, where $T_S$ is the running time of the program’s serial projection — in which all parallel control constructs are removed from the program — and $T_1$ is the running time of parallel executable on 1 core. The right plot shows each executable’s 48-core speedup $T_S/T_{48}$ divided by the 48-core speedup of the corresponding executable that uses the OpenCilk runtime. Higher is better for both plots.

In summary, this paper contributes the following:

- Section 2 introduces OpenCilk, a open-source software infrastructure for fork-join parallelism that includes a compiler, a runtime system, and a tool-development framework. OpenCilk employs several novel design features, including a Tapir-lowering infrastructure and bitcode ABIs, that make it modular, easy to extend, and fast.
- Section 3 shows that OpenCilk is easier to extend than the conventional approach. Through several case studies, we illustrate how the design of OpenCilk makes it easy to add new language abstractions, runtime mechanisms, and fast productivity tools.
- Section 4 demonstrates that OpenCilk produces high-performing code in practice and empirically evaluates runtime extensions built using the OpenCilk infrastructure that are discussed in Section 3.

---

5Appendix A presents the running-time data.

---

2 OpenCilk system architecture

This section describes the OpenCilk system architecture and the features that make it easy to modify and extend. OpenCilk includes a compiler, a work-stealing runtime system [12],
and a framework for developing program-analysis tools, including a race detector and a scalability analyzer. Figure 2 illustrates the OpenCilk system architecture, with key aspects highlighted. The OpenCilk compiler introduces a unifying Tapir-lowering framework, to compile task-parallel programs to different parallel runtime systems, and the Momme framework, to support the development of program-analysis tools. Figure 2 also shows how the OpenCilk runtime system and OpenCilk tools are implemented as combinations of conventional libraries and bitcode ABIs, to make them easy to modify and extend without sacrificing performance.

Preliminaries

OpenCilk supports (recursive) fork-join parallelism, in which a function can spawn a child task, thereby allowing it to be executed in parallel with the continuation of its parent. A function can also perform a sync to wait for all of its spawned child tasks to complete. Tasks can themselves spawn and sync subtasks. For convenience, we refer to any function that performs a spawn as a spawning function.

Currently, the OpenCilk compiler supports C/C++-based fork-join parallel code written using Cilk syntax [29] and multiple runtime back ends, including the OpenCilk runtime, the Intel Cilk Plus [36] runtime, the OpenMP runtime in LLVM 14 [59], and Intel’s oneTBB runtime [39]. The runtime back ends for OpenMP and oneTBB utilize only a subset of the OpenMP and oneTBB runtime systems necessary to parallelize fork-join code. This section focuses on the OpenCilk runtime back end when discussing OpenCilk’s architecture. Section 3 discusses the other back ends.

The OpenCilk compiler is based on Tapir/LLVM [64], which extends LLVM’s IR to encode fork-join parallelism in a manner that is independent of language front ends and parallel runtime systems. LLVM IR represents a function as a control-flow graph (CFG) \((V, E, v_0)\), where each vertex \(v \in V\) represents a basic block — a sequence of instructions where control flow must enter through the first instruction and leave from the last instruction, which is called a terminator — and edges \(E\) denote control-flow dependencies between basic blocks. Vertex \(v_0 \in V\) denotes the function’s single entry point. Tapir adds three terminators to LLVM IR to express spawning and synchronization of tasks. Tapir represents each spawned task as a subCFG, and it guarantees that all tasks are well nested. Each basic block is contained in at most one task \(t\), meaning it is included in the subCFG of \(t\) and not the subCFG of a task that \(t\) spawns.

Tapir-lowering infrastructure

The OpenCilk compiler implements a Tapir-lowering infrastructure to make it easy to lower Tapir constructs to different parallel-runtime ABIs. Although the ABIs for parallel runtime systems differ substantially, many ABIs, including those for OpenCilk, Cilk Plus [36], Habanero [7, 15], and OpenMP [55] share several properties in common. In particular, these runtimes all require a spawned task to eventually be encoded as a function in the binary, so that, for example, the runtime system can refer to a task internally using a function pointer. Tapir, however, encodes spawned tasks directly within the CFGs of spawning functions, in order to facilitate compiler optimizations [64]. To lower Tapir constructs, the Tapir-lowering infrastructure provides a general facility to efficiently create a separate function for each spawned task.

Algorithm 1: Lower Tapir to a parallel-runtime ABI according to a given Tapir target.

| Data: A CFG for a function \(F\) and a Tapir target, Target. |
| Result: A set of functions such that each parallel task in \(F\) is encoded in a separate function and all Tapir instructions in \(F\) are transformed according to the parallel-runtime ABI encoded by Target. |
| Line 1: \(T \leftarrow \text{ComputeTaskTree}(F)\); |
| Line 2: \(H \leftarrow \emptyset, I \leftarrow \emptyset;\) |
| for \(t \in T\) in post order do |
| if children(\(t\)) \# 0 then |
| Line 3: \(\text{Target.ApplySpawnerABI}(t)\); |
| for \(c \in \text{children}(t)\) do |
| Line 4: \(\text{Target.ApplySpawnerABI}(t, H[c]);\) |
| for \(y \in \text{syncs}(t)\) do |
| Line 5: \(\text{Target.ApplySyncABI}(y)\); |
| Line 6: \(I[t] \leftarrow \text{ComputeInputs}(t, I)\); |
| Line 7: \(h \leftarrow \text{CreateSpawnHelper}(t, I[t])\); |
| Line 8: \(H[t] \leftarrow (h, \text{spawnsite}(t), I[t])\); |

Algorithm 1 presents pseudocode for the high-level algorithm that the Tapir-lowering infrastructure implements. The algorithm operates on a function \(F\), in the form of a CFG with Tapir instructions, and a Tapir target, which encodes compiler-internal operations for implementing the ABI of a particular runtime system. The OpenCilk compiler also implements a separate, but substantively similar, algorithm that lowers parallel loops in particular.

Let us walk through Algorithm 1, temporarily ignoring the use of the Tapir target on lines 4–9. Line 1 calls ComputeTaskTree to compute a task tree for \(F\), in which each vertex denotes a task in \(F\) — where the root denotes \(F\) itself — and edges indicate that one task can spawn another. ComputeTaskTree also associates each basic block in \(F\) with the task that contains it. Lines 3–12 traverse the task tree in post-order. For each task \(t\), lines 4–9 invoke the Tapir target to process the spawn site of each child task \(c\) of \(t\) — the location in the CFG where \(c\) is spawned — and each sync in \(t\). Line 10 calls ComputeInputs to compute the set \(I[t]\) of inputs to \(t\). Line 11 calls CreateSpawnHelper to create a new spawn helper function \(h\) for \(t\). Line 12 records \(h\), the spawn site of \(t\), and \(I[t]\) for the Tapir target to process later.

Although Algorithm 1 is simple, the ComputeTaskTree, ComputeInputs, and CreateSpawnHelper subroutines encapsulate significant complexity. These routines handle various intricacies that arise in real programs, such as identifying exception-handling code with different tasks, handling
To implement a particular parallel-runtime ABI, Algorithm 1 takes a Tapir target as an argument. The Tapir target defines a set of routines, AppllySpawnerABI, AppllySpawnABI, and AppllySyncABI, to modify the CFGs of spawning and spawn helper functions according to an ABI.

Figure 3 illustrates, in C-pseudocode, a simple example of how the Tapir-lowering infrastructure uses the OpenCilk Tapir target. Conceptually, Figure 3(a) illustrates a spawning function at the point of line 4 in Algorithm 1, after the algorithm has created a spawn helper for the spawned task (line 9). The Tapir-lowering infrastructure uses the OpenCilk Tapir target to generate Figure 3(b) from Figure 3(a) as follows. AppllySpawnerABI inserts lines 11, 12, 14, and 22 in Figure 3(b). AppllySpawnABI inserts lines 26, 27, 28, and 30 and transforms line 4 into lines 18–19. AppllySyncABI transforms line 6 into line 21.

Some runtime ABIs require ABI functions to be inlined into their callers for correctness or performance. To support such ABIs and generally optimize runtime-ABI code, the Tapir-lowering infrastructure runs a few simple optimizations after running Algorithm 1 on all functions, including function inlining, constant propagation, common-subexpression elimination, and dead-code elimination.

**Bitcode ABIs**

Although the Tapir-lowering infrastructure can flexibly lower parallel tasks to different runtime ABIs, it can still require changes to the OpenCilk compiler’s internals (i.e., Tapir targets) in order to change a runtime ABI. For example, some runtime-system ABIs add a local *stack-frame variable* to every spawning function and spawn helper. To insert those variables, the corresponding Tapir targets must know the variable’s type definition. Therefore, changing the contents or layout of the stack-frame variable in the runtime system requires changing the Tapir target as well.

To relax this requirement, OpenCilk introduces bitcode ABIs for the runtime system and tools to interact with the compiler. Figure 2 illustrates that the OpenCilk runtime system consists of a standard library as well as a *bitcode-ABI file*, which is an LLVM bitcode file — a binary representation of LLVM IR — that encodes definitions of the OpenCilk compiler-runtime ABI. This bitcode-ABI file includes the type definition of the OpenCilk runtime’s stack-frame variable as well as definitions of runtime ABI functions (e.g., `__cilkrts_stack_frame` and functions whose names start with `__cilkrts_` in Figure 3(b)). When Tapir lowering runs, the OpenCilk Tapir target reads in and internalizes the OpenCilk runtime’s bitcode-ABI file before any of its routines are called, allowing the OpenCilk Tapir target to get the stack-frame variable’s type definition of from the bitcode-ABI file before it inserts any local variables of that type.

By using a bitcode ABI, the OpenCilk Tapir target can implement the OpenCilk runtime ABI without requiring the ABI to be hard-coded into the Tapir target. One can thus change the OpenCilk runtime system, including its ABI, without needing to modify the OpenCilk compiler. As long as the modified runtime system uses the same names for ABI functions and types at the same places within the lowered program, the modified runtime can be used without any changes to the compiler. Moreover, this approach does not sacrifice performance, as the OpenCilk Tapir target reads in and internalizes the OpenCilk runtime’s bitcode-ABI file before it performs runtime-specific lowering, which allows the runtime data declarations and function invocations to be inlined. Section 3 discusses how the bitcode ABI greatly simplifies changing the OpenCilk runtime system.

---

**Figure 3.** C-pseudocode illustrating how the OpenCilk Tapir target operates on a parallel OpenCilk program to compute Fibonacci numbers. a C-pseudocode for the result of Tapir lowering before invoking the Tapir target. b C-pseudocode illustrating the code from (a) transformed by the Tapir target.
**Tool development**

OpenCilk provides the Momme tool-development framework, which supports productivity tools including the Cilk-san race detector and the Cilkscale scalability analyzer. Momme is based on the CSI framework [62], which allows tools that use compiler instrumentation to be developed outside of the compiler. Momme adds an instrumentation stage to the OpenCilk compiler that inserts generic function calls, known as (instrumentation) hooks, throughout the program-under-test that tools can implement to instrument a task-parallel program.

Momme builds upon CSI in three key ways to make it easy to develop fast productivity tools in a modular fashion.

First, Momme provides hooks for Tapir’s IR constructs, allowing tools to instrument spawns and syncs in a fork-join parallel program. By instrumenting Tapir’s IR constructs, tools can analyze parallel control flow independently of what parallel runtime system the program uses. OpenCilk thus allows tools and parallel runtime systems to be modified independently without breaking each other’s functionality.

Second, Momme can optionally accept a bitcode ABI for a tool. This capability provides several advantages. Momme can use a bitcode ABI to tailor the hooks it inserts into a program-under-test, as discussed in Section 3. Momme can also use a tool’s bitcode ABI to optimize the inserted instrumentation. In contrast, CSI relies on link-time optimization (LTO) to provide similar capabilities.6

Finally, Momme allows tools to optionally define, within a bitcode ABI, a structure type for a variable that Momme will insert into every function on behalf of the tool. Momme thereby allows tools to use storage allocated on the program’s call stack to achieve better performance. Similarly to the Tapir-lowering infrastructure, Momme runs a few simple optimizations after inserting instrumentation to facilitate optimizing that instrumentation. Section 3 explores this capability in the context of Cilkscale.

**3 Case studies**

This section presents six case studies that explore OpenCilk’s modularity and extensibility. We describe our experience using the Tapir-lowering infrastructure to allow the OpenCilk compiler to target different parallel runtime ABIs. We examine how to add support for DPRNGs [47, 75] to the OpenCilk runtime system. We discuss our experience using OpenCilk to add parallel language constructs to Kaleidoscope, a simple language that is used to teach LLVM internals [58]. We examine how to add a synchronizing lexical scope to the OpenCilk front end. We study how bitcode ABIs support tool development in the context of Cilkscale and CilkSan.

---

6Schardl et al. describe an alternative design for CSI that uses compile-time optimization (CTO) instead of LTO, which is similar to how the Momme uses bitcode-ABI files. However, Schardl et al. did not implement the CTO strategy, nor did they explore additional capabilities that Momme supports.

**Supporting multiple runtime systems**

We used the Tapir-lowering infrastructure to allow the OpenCilk compiler to target four different parallel-runtime ABIs, i.e., for the OpenCilk runtime, the Cilk Plus runtime, the OpenMP runtime [59] in LLVM 14 (which supports OpenMP 4.5 [54]) and oneTBB [39]. We implemented a distinct Tapir target for each runtime ABI. These targets allow OpenCilk to compile Cilk programs to use any of these runtime systems.

The Tapir-lowering infrastructure simplifies the effort to implement these Tapir targets substantially. The OpenCilk Tapir target is approximately 1500 lines of code within the OpenCilk compiler (plus 380 lines in a bitcode-ABI file), while the Cilk Plus Tapir target is approximately 1900 lines of code, and the OpenMP and oneTBB Tapir targets are each less than 700 lines of code (plus 80–150 lines in bitcode-ABI files). In contrast, the Tapir-lowering infrastructure is significantly larger, approximately 5800 lines of code.

Although the Cilk Plus target resembles the OpenCilk target — because they share similar runtime ABIs — it does not use a bitcode-ABI file. Instead, the Cilk Plus target hard-codes its runtime ABI, in order to insert stack-frame variables and inline runtime functions into the compiled code. For this reason, the Cilk Plus target contains more lines of code than the OpenCilk target, which illustrates how using a bitcode-ABI file can simplify runtime-back-end implementation. Moreover, even minor changes to the Cilk Plus runtime ABI can necessitate compiler changes, which is not the case for the OpenCilk runtime. Finally, we observe that the use of a bitcode-ABI file does not hurt performance: the OpenCilk runtime obtains comparable or better work efficiency than Cilk Plus (Figure 1) despite sharing a similar runtime ABI.

Our implementations of the OpenMP and oneTBB Tapir targets use subsets of the corresponding runtime-scheduling libraries. The OpenMP target uses the OpenMP runtime functions and data structures that implementomp task andomp taskwait pragmas [54]. The oneTBB target creates a local task group in each spawning function. To implement a spawn, the oneTBB target creates a C++ lambda to execute the spawn helper function and calls run on the local task group to execute that lambda. To implement a sync, the oneTBB target calls wait on the local task group.

To simplify their implementations, both the OpenMP and oneTBB Tapir targets use bitcode-ABI files. The OpenMP runtime requires initializing specific data structures and invoking a sequence of functions to spawn a task. The bitcode ABI allows us to encode these protocols in a small C source file rather than hard-code them into the compiler. For oneTBB, the task group.run function takes the spawned task as a C++ function object, e.g., a C++ lambda. Our implementation punts the construction and invocation of the C++ lambda to the bitcode-ABI file, thereby avoiding the need to deal with the C++ calling convention for lambda expressions, such as data packaging and name mangling, at the LLVM IR level.
We explored how the OpenCilk architecture can support re-extrinsic functions (intrinsics for short) that supports synchronizing spawned subroutines, similar to the finish statement in X10/Habanero [7, 15]. Intuitively, to support a cilk_scope construct, which defines lexical scope that responds with the end of the cilk_scope. But complications arise when a cilk_scope synchronizes a subset of the spawned children of a function. In particular, the OpenCilk runtime system only supports synchronizing spawned subcomputations at the granularity of functions in the binary. To support this case, we modified the OpenCilk compiler to place such a cilk_scope in its own function.

We added support for the cilk_scope construct using a few changes to the OpenCilk compiler and no changes to the OpenCilk runtime system or any tools. We added two outline-scope intrinsic functions (intrinsics for short) that delineate the start and ends of a cilk_scope. Because these intrinsics have simple serial semantics, most compiler analyses and code-transformations ignore them, meaning these intrinsics have minimal impact on compiler optimization. We augmented the Tapir-lowering infrastructure to recognize outline-scope intrinsics and generate functions for the subCFGs they delineate.

**Optimizing Cilkscale**

To study the performance impact of using bitcode ABIs, we examined how Cilkscale could be implemented with and without a bitcode ABI. Cilkscale implements a parallel version of the Cilkview algorithm [33] to analyze the parallelism — potential for parallel speedup — of a fork-join parallel program. To implement this algorithm, Cilkscale maintains state variables for each spawned function. Cilkscale uses the instrumentation hooks Momme inserts around Tapir instructions to update these variables whenever the program-under-test performs a spawn or sync.

We developed Cilkscale-bc, which implements this algorithm efficiently using a bitcode ABI. Cilkscale-bc defines a tool-specific stack structure to store state variables for each function frame. Momme uses this bitcode ABI to allocate just a few hundred lines of code to the Kaleidoscope codebase. We added approximately 400 lines of code to parse the new language constructs and generate Tapir for them. We added approximately 150 lines to modify the JIT compiler to invoke the Tapir-lowering infrastructure with the OpenCilk Tapir target and, optionally, to invoke Momme. We added approximately 100 lines to modify the JIT compiler to link external libraries. These changes sufficed to allow a program to write fork-join parallel Kaleidoscope code, compile and run it using OpenCilk, and optionally use Cilkasan and Cilkscale to analyze its parallel execution. No changes were needed to the OpenCilk runtime system or any tools.

**Supporting DPRNGs**

To explore how the OpenCilk architecture can support research in task-parallel runtime systems, we examined how to extend OpenCilk to support deterministic parallel random-number generators (DPRNGs) [47]. A DPRNG generates pseudorandom numbers in a parallel program deterministically, regardless of how it is scheduled. To support DPRNGs for Cilk programs, Leiserson et al. introduced a runtime-system extension that deterministically assigns a unique label, called a pedigree, to each strand of the computation, that is, each sequence of executed instructions that contain no parallel control. By hashing pedigrees, DPRNG library can generate pseudorandom numbers for different strands deterministically in parallel. Leiserson et al. showed how the Cilk Plus runtime system can maintain pedigrees efficiently, and pedigrees were incorporated into Cilk Plus.

Cilk Plus’s pedigree implementation affects its compiler-runtime ABI. Similarly to the OpenCilk runtime ABI, the Cilk Plus runtime ABI adds a stack-frame structure to each spawning function and spawn helper. To support pedigrees, Cilk Plus augments this stack-frame structure and the functions in its runtime ABI that use this structure. Therefore, modifying this support for DPRNGs — e.g., to build a DPRNG into the runtime system that implements Steele et al.’s proposed optimizations [75] — requires changing both the compiler and runtime for Cilk Plus.

We leveraged the OpenCilk runtime system’s bitcode ABI to develop OpenCilk-DPRNG, an extension to OpenCilk that adds both support for pedigrees, based on the algorithm by of Leiserson et al. [47], and a builtin DPRNG that incorporates some of Steele et al.’s optimizations [75]. Although these changes affect the OpenCilk runtime ABI, the bitcode ABI allows these changes to be encapsulated within the OpenCilk runtime codebase. Section 4 presents our empirical evaluation of OpenCilk-DPRNG and finds that it is generally faster than the Cilk Plus runtime, despite maintaining both pedigrees and a builtin DPRNG. Hence, bitcode ABIs provide modularity without harming performance.

**Parallelizing Kaleidoscope**

We explored how OpenCilk can be used to add support for fork-join parallelism to Kaleidoscope, a simple language used in a standard LLVM tutorial [58]. Kaleidoscope is a procedural language with conditions, loop statements, and basic math operations. The LLVM tutorial implements a read-eval-print loop for Kaleidoscope that uses an LLVM-based JIT compiler to compile and execute code.

To explore the extensibility of OpenCilk, we modified the Kaleidoscope tutorial code to add fork-join parallel language constructs to Kaleidoscope, including constructs to spawn and sync tasks and a parallel-loop construct. OpenCilk allowed us to add these constructs to Kaleidoscope by adding just a few hundred lines of code to the Kaleidoscope codebase. We added approximately 400 lines of code to parse the new language constructs and generate Tapir for them. We added approximately 150 lines to modify the JIT compiler to invoke the Tapir-lowering infrastructure with the OpenCilk Tapir target and, optionally, to invoke Momme. We added approximately 100 lines to modify the JIT compiler to link external libraries. These changes sufficed to allow a program to write fork-join parallel Kaleidoscope code, compile and run it using OpenCilk, and optionally use Cilkasan and Cilkscale to analyze its parallel execution. No changes were needed to the OpenCilk runtime system or any tools.

**Adding synchronizing lexical scopes**

We explored how the OpenCilk architecture can support a cilk_scope construct, which defines lexical scope that synchronizes spawned subroutines, similar to the finish statement in X10/Habanero [7, 15]. Intuitively, to support a cilk_scope, the OpenCilk compiler’s front end inserts a Tapir sync instruction at each point in the IR that corresponds with the end of the cilk_scope. But complications arise when a cilk_scope synchronizes a subset of the spawned children of a function. In particular, the OpenCilk runtime system only supports synchronizing spawned subcomputations at the granularity of functions in the binary. To support this case, we modified the OpenCilk compiler to place such a cilk_scope in its own function.

We added support for the cilk_scope construct using a few changes to the OpenCilk compiler and no changes to the OpenCilk runtime system or any tools. We added two outline-scope intrinsic functions (intrinsics for short) that delineate the start and ends of a cilk_scope. Because these intrinsics have simple serial semantics, most compiler analyses and code-transformations ignore them, meaning these intrinsics have minimal impact on compiler optimization. We augmented the Tapir-lowering infrastructure to recognize outline-scope intrinsics and generate functions for the subCFGs they delineate.

**Optimizing Cilkscale**

To study the performance impact of using bitcode ABIs, we examined how Cilkscale could be implemented with and without a bitcode ABI. Cilkscale implements a parallel version of the Cilkview algorithm [33] to analyze the parallelism — potential for parallel speedup — of a fork-join parallel program. To implement this algorithm, Cilkscale maintains state variables for each spawned function. Cilkscale uses the instrumentation hooks Momme inserts around Tapir instructions to update these variables whenever the program-under-test performs a spawn or sync.

We developed Cilkscale-bc, which implements this algorithm efficiently using a bitcode ABI. Cilkscale-bc defines a tool-specific stack structure to store state variables for each function frame. Momme uses this bitcode ABI to allocate
a tool structure in each function frame, thereby allowing Cilkscale-bc to maintain the necessary state variables directly on the call stack of the program-under-test.

We compared Cilkscale-bc to CilkPlus, which implements Cilkscale as a standard library that maintains the state variables in a separate shadow stack on the heap. Empirically, we observed that the benchmarks run a geometric mean of 3% faster when using Cilkscale-bc compared to using Cilkscale-lib, and 6 of the benchmarks running at least 5% faster serially and in parallel. Figure 9 in Appendix A shows the full performance results.

Making Cilksan more flexible

We explored another use of bitcode ABIs in the context of Cilksan. To instrument all memory accesses in a program-under-test, Cilksan uses hooks for compiler intrinsics that encode architecture-specific operations, such as vector scatter and gather operations. Such intrinsics are likely to proliferate as architectures evolve, which creates a challenge for Cilksan to keep up with this ever-growing set of intrinsics.

To gracefully handle cases where Cilksan does not implement a hook for an intrinsic, Cilksan implements a placeholder hook, which emits a warning to inform the user that an intrinsic is not instrumented, but allows race-detection to continue on the rest of the program. To insert calls to the placeholder hook correctly, Momme must recognize when the program-under-test uses an intrinsic that Cilksan does not instrument. Although one can achieve this functionality using weak symbols [14, p. 680], support for weak symbols varies, for example, between macOS and Linux and between static and dynamic libraries. Accommodating this varying support for weak symbols across systems would complicate the implementation of Momme and Cilksan.

Cilksan uses a bitcode ABI to achieve this capability of weak symbols in a system-agnostic fashion. Cilksan’s bitcode ABI identifies all of the instrumentation hooks that Cilksan defines. When Momme instruments a program-under-test, it checks whether Cilksan’s bitcode ABI defines a hook for each intrinsic it encounters and inserts a call to either the corresponding hook or the placeholder hook. Because Momme implements this mechanism within the OpenCilk compiler, it works across different systems and types of linking.

4 Empirical evaluation

This section presents our empirical evaluation of OpenCilk. Previous work demonstrated the performance advantages of compiling with Tapir [64]. This evaluation compares the four runtime back ends that OpenCilk supports and compares OpenCilk-DPRNG to Cilk Plus.

Experimental setup

All tests were run on an AWS c5. metal instance running Fedora 36, which contains two 3GHz Intel Xeon Platinum 8275CL processor chips with 24 processor cores per chip and 192GB of main memory. Each processor core contains private 32KB L1 instruction and data caches and a private 1MB L2 cache. All processor cores on a chip share a 35.75MB L3 cache. To reduce performance variability, Intel Turbo Boost, Hyperthreading, and Linux NUMA balancing were disabled. All benchmarks were compiled with -O3 optimizations using the OpenCilk compiler, which is based on LLVM 14.0.6, and linked with TCMalloc [18]. All benchmarks were run on 1 core (T1), 24 cores on 1 chip (T24), and all 48 cores (T48). All running times were measured in seconds and aggregated as the median of 20 runs.

To evaluate performance, we assembled a suite of Cilk benchmark programs from a variety of sources, including the MIT Cilk benchmark suite [29], the Graph Based Benchmark Suite [24], and a finite element miniapplication [56]. These benchmarks use a variety of fork–join parallel programming patterns and exhibit different performance properties, such as different compute intensities and parallelism. Figure 4 describes the benchmark suite.

Runtime-system performance comparison

We compared the performance of the OpenCilk, Cilk Plus, oneTBB, and LLVM OpenMP runtime systems. We used the OpenCilk compiler to compile each of the 15 non-randomized benchmarks to use different runtime systems via different Tapir targets. Barring one exception, all benchmarks were compiled identically until Tapir lowering, when different
Tapir targets were used to lower Tapir constructs to respective runtime ABIs.

We slightly modified how the OpenCilk compiler compiles executables that use the OpenMP target, in order to improve their parallel performance. To verify our OpenMP and oneTBB Tapir targets, we checked the performance of some programs using those targets against versions implemented using OpenMP directives or oneTBB directly. In doing so, we discovered a compiler optimization affecting cholesky that improves performance when using OpenCilk, Cilk Plus, or oneTBB but makes performance worse when using OpenMP. The optimization removes spawn statements that are immediately followed by a sync, because such spawn statements incur scheduling overhead without increasing parallelism. But this optimization turns out to substantially hurt the parallel performance of cholesky when using OpenMP. We therefore disabled this optimization when compiling the benchmarks to use the OpenMP target.

Figure 5 presents the performance of the benchmarks using the different runtime systems. As Figure 5 shows, the OpenCilk runtime system almost always matches or exceeds the performance of the other runtime systems. In the few cases where another runtime system performs better, the performance differences between executables are small and often within the noise. On 1 core, the OpenCilk runtime runs a geometric mean of 4% faster than the Cilk Plus runtime and 26% faster than the LLVM OpenMP and oneTBB runtimes.7 The OpenCilk runtime shows greater improvements on 48 cores, which corresponds to running the executables on both NUMA nodes. On 48 cores, the OpenCilk runtime runs a geometric mean of 1.11x, 1.56x, and 2.22x faster than the Cilk Plus, oneTBB, and OpenMP runtimes, respectively.

We speculate that OpenCilk’s performance advantage over OpenMP and oneTBB comes in part from the differences in runtime ABIs and in part from the scheduling policy. First, the OpenCilk runtime ABI enables better work efficiency than the OpenMP and oneTBB runtime ABIs. Whereas the OpenCilk and Cilk Plus runtime ABIs pass arguments to a spawned task as ordinary function arguments, the OpenMP and oneTBB ABIs require the compiler to marshal that data into a separate structure. Avoiding such marshalling and unmarshalling of data leads to better work efficiency. Second, whereas OpenCilk and Cilk Plus implement continuation stealing, OpenMP and oneTBB implement child-stealing, which changes the locality behavior of a program’s parallel execution compared to that of its serial projection. Suppose a function F spawns another function G. Whereas OpenCilk and Cilk Plus execute G upon encountering the spawn, OpenMP and oneTBB marshal G’s arguments, mark G as available for stealing, and then execute the continuation of F before executing G. This change in execution order changes the data locality of the program, which can hurt the performance of a program with a well-optimized serial projection. In addition, when combined with the marshalling of data, child stealing can exacerbate locality issues of parallel executions, as the thread that marshals G’s arguments is likely not the thread that executes G during a parallel execution.

We found that hardware-counter measurements support our speculation. On benchmarks where OpenCilk exhibits better work efficiency, running on OpenCilk generally leads to lower instruction counts, branch miss rates, and cache miss rates compared to running on OpenMP or oneTBB, even during parallel runs. On benchmarks where the runtimes demonstrate similar work efficiency but OpenMP and oneTBB exhibit worse parallel execution times, we find that the parallel executions under OpenMP and oneTBB incur more last-level cache references and misses.

We have identified two sources of the improved performance of the OpenCilk runtime system compared to Cilk Plus. First, the OpenCilk runtime system implements several optimizations for modern multicore systems. The OpenCilk runtime optimizes the data structures and functions both in its ABI, in accordance with the work-first principle [29], and in its work-stealing implementation, to mitigate the performance impact of memory accesses of threads who are not executing work. The OpenCilk runtime’s use of a bytecode ABI enabled us to rapidly develop and test these optimizations. Second, the Cilk Plus runtime implements pedigrees by default, to support DPRNGs [47], whereas the OpenCilk runtime does not. We separately evaluate the performance impact of adding DPRNG support to OpenCilk.

Performance of DPRNG support

We studied the performance of OpenCilk-DPRNG — which adds DPRNG support to the OpenCilk runtime — both on the non-randomized benchmark programs and on the 4 randomized parallel benchmarks in Figure 4, which generate pseudorandom numbers in parallel. Figures 7 and 8 in Appendix A present the running-time results.

On the non-randomized benchmarks, OpenCilk-DPRNG runs a geometric mean of 2% slower than the unmodified OpenCilk runtime and approximately 5% faster than Cilk Plus. Compared to the unmodified OpenCilk runtime, OpenCilk-DPRNG exhibits a maximum slowdown of 18% on cholesky, whose running time is particularly sensitive to scheduling overheads. Meanwhile, OpenCilk-DPRNG runs a geometric mean of 2% faster than Cilk Plus on 1 core. OpenCilk-DPRNG therefore exhibits both higher work efficiency and better parallel scalability than Cilk Plus. Notably, while Cilk Plus only implements pedigrees, OpenCilk-DPRNG runs faster than Cilk Plus while implementing both pedigrees and a built-in DPRNG.

We also evaluated the performance of OpenCilk-DPRNG on 4 benchmarks that generate pseudorandom numbers in

---

7These speedups are computed as the geometric mean over all benchmarks of $T_R(\text{R})/T_{\text{OpenCilk}}$, where $T_R(\text{R})$ denotes the 1-core running time of an executable that uses runtime system $\text{R}$. 
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parallel. We compared three DPRNG implementations on these programs: 1. Cilk Plus with DotMix, a DPRNG library that uses pedigrees [47]; 2. OpenCilk-DPRNG with DorMix; and 3. OpenCilk-DPRNG using its builtin DPRNG. Overall, when using the DotMix DPRNG library, these benchmarks run a geometric mean of 3% faster when using OpenCilk-DPRNG compared to Cilk Plus. We also find these benchmarks run 85% faster when using the builtin DPRNG instead of DotMix. The fibrng and pi benchmarks show the largest performance improvements, because their running times are dominated by the time to generate pseudorandom numbers.

5 Related work

Languages and libraries for task parallelism. Mainstream support for task parallelism has been explored primarily through two interfaces: libraries (e.g., [10, 20, 26, 43, 45, 61]) and languages (e.g., [7, 15, 16, 23, 29, 46, 55]). Library solutions avoid the need for compiler support and are thus simpler to modify and extend. But previous work has found that supporting parallelism through a library can jeopardize the ability to write simple, correct, and efficient parallel programs [13, 32]. In contrast, language solutions can leverage the compiler to ensure that parallel semantics are understood and preserved through program optimizations. But existing implementations require details of a particular runtime system to be embedded within the compiler codebase, making them more difficult to modify or extend. OpenCilk provides language and compiler support for task parallelism while capturing the benefits of library solutions in being easier to modify and extend. By employing bitcode ABIs, OpenCilk minimizes the amount of runtime-specific information that must be hard-coded into the compiler’s codebase.

Extensions to Tapir. The original work on Tapir implemented a single front end and back end (i.e., Cilk Plus). Subsequent research has explored alternative front ends and back ends to Tapir/LLVM. Stelle et al. developed a front end for OpenMP’s task and taskwait pragmas [54]. Schardl and Samsi modified TensorFlow’s XLA compiler to use Tapir/LLVM and thus enable parallel tasks in TensorFlow applications to run on the Cilk Plus runtime [65]. Shaji et al. introduce the Seq language for bioinformatics, which uses Tapir/LLVM to compile and run parallel tasks on a custom OpenMP back end for Tapir/LLVM [66]. Margerm et al. developed TAPAS, a hardware-synthesis tool that generates parallel accelerators for task-parallel programs expressed using Tapir. OpenCilk can benefit these works by allowing new front ends to run on multiple runtime back ends and new back ends to be implemented more easily, using the Tapir-lowering framework.

Uses of LLVM bitcode. LLVM uses bitcode files to support link-time optimization (LTO) [40, 57]. GraalVM [22] uses LLVM bitcode to execute programs written in different source languages on the GraalVM runtime. NVIDIA distributes the libdevice library as part of CUDA to provide NVVM bitcode, which is based on LLVM bitcode, for common functions for NVIDIA GPU’s [21]. When compiling
with tools when Pin and the compiler were not updated at the same time (e.g., [17]). In contrast, Momme is integrated into the OpenCilk compiler and its instrumentation is not tied to a particular parallel language or runtime ABI.

6 Conclusion

The design of OpenCilk takes inspiration from software tool chains for sequential programming. As higher-level language abstractions for serial programming evolved, compilers evolved from monolithic pieces of software, built to handle a single language and a single target platform, to flexible and modular designs that handle multiple languages and target platforms. This modular design means that extending the compiler to support a new language or target platform requires linear, not quadratic, amount of implementation work. Moreover, the compiler middle end provides a standard interface that enables rapid development with substantial code reuse and therefore advancement of compiler analyses and optimizations.

We see parallel programming going through a similar evolution. The abstraction has evolved, from manually manipulating operating-system threads to implement custom scheduling and load balancing, to using higher-level task-parallel control constructs to express an application’s logical parallelism. The way we support compilation of the parallel abstractions should similarly evolve. The design of OpenCilk aims to provide a modular software infrastructure for task-parallel programming, similar to what today’s compilers provide for serial programming.

OpenCilk has primarily focused on fork-join parallelism. For future work, we would like to add support for other more flexible forms of task parallelism, such as pipelining and futures. These parallel constructs support likely requires new parallel primitives within OpenCilk compiler’s IR to accommodate the semantics of these other constructs.
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### A Artifact description

This appendix describes how to setup OpenCilk and how to download and run the application benchmarks for the empirical evaluation described in this paper. The OpenCilk source code used for this paper, including its LLVM-based compiler, runtime system, and productivity tools, are available at [https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7510908](https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7510908).

For convenience, OpenCilk and the application benchmarks described in Figure 4 are distributed via a Docker image for x86-64 processors. This appendix provides a summary overview of how to use this Docker image to replicate the empirical evaluation. The source code for the application benchmarks, along with detailed instructions for using the Docker image, are available at [https://github.com/neboat/opencilk-ppopp-23-ae/](https://github.com/neboat/opencilk-ppopp-23-ae/). See the README.md file at [https://github.com/neboat/opencilk-ppopp-23-ae/](https://github.com/neboat/opencilk-ppopp-23-ae/) for detailed instructions on using this Docker image to run the empirical evaluation.

### Running-time results

The steps described in this appendix to replicate the empirical evaluation produce four CSV files. These files contain aggregated running times for the experiments described in Sections 3 and 4. Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9 show the running-time data underlying the empirical results described in this paper.

- Figure 6 presents the running-time data for the non-randomized benchmarks when compiled to use either the OpenCilk runtime system, the Cilk Plus runtime system, the OpenMP runtime system in LLVM 14, or oneTBB. These running times are used to generate the plots in Figures 1 and 5.
- Figure 7 presents the running-time data for the performance comparison, described in Section 4, between OpenCilk-DPRNG and Cilk Plus on the 15 non-randomized benchmarks.
- Figure 8 presents the running-time data for the performance comparison, described in Section 4, on the 4 randomized benchmarks between Cilk Plus with the DotMix DPRNG library [47], OpenCilk-DPRNG with DotMix, and OpenCilk-DPRNG using its built-in DPRNG.
- Figure 9 presents the running-time data for Cilkscale-bc and Cilkscale-lib on the 15 non-randomized benchmarks. These running times underlie the performance comparison, described in Section 3, between these two implementations of Cilkscale.

Although we cannot guarantee that you can exactly replicate the running times presented in these figures — due to differences in computer hardware and system configuration — you can follow these steps to observe the general functionality of OpenCilk and similar overall performance trends.

### Summary usage guide

The following steps overview how to setup and use the Docker image to run the experiments described in this paper. These instructions are intended to be run on an x86-64 multicore machine running a contemporary version of Linux with Docker installed.

**Step 1: Get the image.** Download and run the Docker image as follows:

```bash
$ wget https://people.csail.mit.edu/neboat/\neboat/opencilk-ppopp-23-ae.tar.gz
$ docker load -i docker-opencilk-ppopp-23.tar.gz
$ docker run -it opencilk-ppopp-23 /bin/bash
```

**Step 2: Run the tests.** Enter the test directory inside the Docker container and run the empirical tests using the run_tests.py script:

```bash
$ cd /usr/local/src/ppopp-23-ae
$ python3 ./run_tests.py
```

Running run_tests.py without any command-line arguments will run all benchmark programs 10 times each and run the parallel executables only on the number of CPU cores on the system (excluding hyperthreads and SMT). Although this default behavior does not match the experimental setup (i.e., number of trials and CPU counts) described in Section 4, it runs the empirical tests more quickly in a manner that nonetheless supports evaluation of OpenCilk. On a system with at least 48 cores, you can pass the command-line flags `-t 20 -c 1,24,48` to run_tests.py to run all benchmark programs with experimental setup described in Section 4. For more information on accepted command-line flags, run run_tests.py with the `-h` flag.

**Step 3: Examine the CSV files.** Exit the Docker container, and then use the docker cp command to copy the CSV files of aggregate results out of the Docker container. Examine the CSV files in a spreadsheet program.

When the run_tests.py script is run to perform all experiments, it generates four CSV files containing aggregated performance results. Each CSV file is named with a run tag that identifies the year, month, day, hour, and minute of the corresponding invocation of run_tests.py. On completion, run_tests.py reports the run tag for its run.

These CSV files correspond with Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9 as follows, where `<tag>` denotes a run tag:

- The baseline-<tag>.csv file contains running-time results that correspond with Figure 6.
- The pedigrees-<tag>.csv file contains running-time results that correspond with Figure 7.
- The dprng-<tag>.csv file contains running-time results that correspond with Figure 8.
- The cilkscale-compare-<tag>.csv file contains running-time results that correspond with Figure 9.

As in their corresponding figures, the running times reported in these CSV files are measured in seconds and aggregated as the median of the runs of that executable.

In these CSV files, rows identify different programs, and columns generally identify a system (e.g., Cilk Plus or OpenCilk) and CPU core count. The column heading
The two libraries is bold-faced.

Figure 9. Performance of two implementations of CilkScale, CilkScale-lib and CilkScale-bc. The better running time among the two libraries is bold-faced.

Figure 6. Running times of 15 non-randomized benchmarks when compiled and run using the OpenMP, oneTBB, Cilk Plus, and OpenCilk runtime back ends. The $T_2$ column presents the running time of each benchmark’s serial projection. The best running time among the runtime back ends is bold-faced. The plots in Figures 1 and 5 are derived from these running times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>$T_5$</th>
<th>$T_1$</th>
<th>$T_{24}$</th>
<th>$T_{48}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>minife</td>
<td>2.743</td>
<td>13.343</td>
<td>1.788</td>
<td>1.898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pagerank</td>
<td>9.483</td>
<td>9.701</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bfs</td>
<td>5.565</td>
<td>10.209</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>0.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heat</td>
<td>5.776</td>
<td>5.859</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>0.612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lu</td>
<td>12.114</td>
<td>12.726</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>1.536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matmul</td>
<td>6.645</td>
<td>6.715</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>0.642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nqueens</td>
<td>3.212</td>
<td>4.117</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qsort</td>
<td>5.300</td>
<td>12.350</td>
<td>1.362</td>
<td>1.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rectmul</td>
<td>10.375</td>
<td>11.081</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strassen</td>
<td>9.027</td>
<td>9.057</td>
<td>0.713</td>
<td>0.615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kcore</td>
<td>0.641</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>triangle</td>
<td>9.788</td>
<td>10.613</td>
<td>1.225</td>
<td>1.473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pagerank</td>
<td>54.926</td>
<td>83.279</td>
<td>5.496</td>
<td>3.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minife</td>
<td>42.623</td>
<td>48.251</td>
<td>16.743</td>
<td>17.544</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Performance of four randomized benchmark programs using Cilk Plus and the DotMix DPRNG, OpenCilk-DPRNG and the DotMix DPRNG, and OpenCilk-DPRNG and its builtin DPRNG.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>$T_1$</th>
<th>$T_{24}$</th>
<th>$T_{48}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cilk Plus, DotMix</td>
<td>22.211</td>
<td>14.224</td>
<td>3.915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCilk-DPRNG, DotMix</td>
<td>22.874</td>
<td>14.985</td>
<td>3.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCilk-DPRNG, Built-in</td>
<td>6.293</td>
<td>4.652</td>
<td>3.701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cilk Plus, DotMix</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.695</td>
<td>0.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCilk-DPRNG, DotMix</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.636</td>
<td>0.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCilk-DPRNG, Built-in</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cilk Plus, DotMix</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCilk-DPRNG, DotMix</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Running times of non-randomized benchmarks when run using OpenCilk-DPRNG. Numbers in parentheses present the slowdown of the benchmark on a given core count compared to the OpenCilk runtime with no DPRNG support (shown in Figure 6).

The serial1 denotes executions on 1 CPU core of the serial projection of the Cilk Program. In dprng-<tag>.csv, the column headings also identify the DPRNG used, i.e., DotMix or OpenCilk-DPRNG’s built-in DPRNG. In cilkscale-compare-<tag>.csv, the keywords cilkscale and cilkscale-bitcode in the column headings indicate that the programs were compiled and run with the CilkScale-lib or CilkScale-bc, respectively.